The notation and terminology will be as in [4] . In particular we denote x:(xr, ..., xn): Z xre, for x(N, B"(a, r): {x€R": lx-al<r}, Bn(r):8"19, 11, B":8"(l), s"-t(o, r):08"(a, r), sn-1(r)-g'-t(0, r), sn-1:,sn-1(l), Hr(h): :{x€Än: x,-h}, and H":H'(0). For Möbius groups G acting on Bn we let pia6:{x€8": g(x):a for some Sg@1{id}}. 2. Radial stretchings 2.1.'rn this chapter we consider a special class of bi-lipschitzian mappings.
A mapping f: A*R", AcN, is called bi-lipschitzian if (2.2) lx-yllL = lf @)-f (y)l = rlx-yl for all x and y in A and for some z>1. The smallest z for which (2. 2) holds will be denoted bV L(f). 2 and (IoA-L)(0):0 and so IoA-L€O(n). Therefore A:EoI for some E€O(n), and lA'(x)l:l for a].l x€H(A-1,0). Finally, recall that if G is discrete and the hyperbolic measure V(B"lq is finite, then, see l2J,l5l, or [6] .å>0 such that A;t(Hs(h))nA;t(H"(t)):g for j+l and so that UA;1(H'(h)) ' does not contain any vertex of P. By 3.3 each set Cj:A.(P)aHg(h) is of the form Q1X(h, -) where Qi is a convex, bounded, and finite 2-dimensional euclidean polyhedron containing 0. Let tj: Rz-Rz be the radial linear stretching defined by Qi and let {tj: Rzxlh, -)*ä3 be the mapping ,lti@,t):(rlt}(x),s-å). fnen {; is bi-lipschitzian and hence quasiconformal and maps C.; onto the semi-infinite cylinder Z:B2X(0, *). Next we construct a quasiconformal mapping of Z onto a finite cylinder.
Let (r, E, xr) and (t, E, @) denote the cylinder and spherical coordinates of -R3, respectively. The polar angle is measured from the positive half of the x3-axis.
The mapping fr: Z*Bs nf18 which is defined by t:e-xs, E-q, and @=nrl2 is quasiconformal, see 13, p. 471, surjective, and maps the discs B2X{xB}, rsJO, onto the hemispheres S2(e-'r) nfls. L.et f, denote the reflection in the sphere S2(e213,213). Thenfris anti-conformal and maps -Bsnä3 onto Hs\Bs(e2l2,ll2), BsQP)nä8 onto {x€Hs: xz<-ll3} and the 2-planes through the xr-axis onto the spheres centered on the line L:{x€0H3: xz--1/3} and passing through the points erl3 and -er. Using cylinder coordinates (r,E,xr) with L as the axis of symmetry and g measured from the direction of the vector -e, to the direction of er, we define a mapping f": Hs-Hs by f"(r, e, x) : (r, nl2+E14, x), 0 = E < 2n13, : (r, e, x), 2nl3 < E < n.
Then fr is quasiconformal, maps Hs\88(erl2,1l2) onto {x€Hg: xr>-ll3}
\.83(er/2, ll2), maps each sphere which is centered on L and which passes through the points erl3 and -e2 into itself, and maps half-planes through Z rigidly into half-planes through Z.
Finally, let rlr:flrofr to.fro.fzoft. Then ry' maps the semi-infinite cylinder Z quasiconformally onto the finite cylinder Z':B?X(O,log 3) and has the following properties:
(a) ry' has a homeomorphic extension to Z denoted, again by {r, (b) tlr(x):Y for x€02n0H8, and (c) each plane through the xr-axis is mapped into itself in the same manner.
To map P onto a domain R in ,BB which satisfies the p-cone condition for some "B=0, define E: P*Bs by q(x):1it "ti'"t otioAi@) for x€P ^Ajr(Hs(h)), Finally letl .83*RB bedefined for ie f-t(D nB\, T(G,by f(x):gohoT(x). Then / is continuous by Lemma 3.4 (ii) and by the construction of K and S. f js automorphic with respect to G, and since goh is qm rn P by Lemma3.4 and Lemma4.2, it follows that so isf in 83. 
